Leaders in Linings
A product and service offer to meet your every need
A linings supplier that will give you inner confidence

Imagine how convenient it would be if your linings supplier offered a complete product range and had a reputation for quality and reliability.

Steeped in history and experience, our linings range is easy to understand and select from, with products developed to deliver maximum technical performance for almost every linings application in the field.

Confidence
By listening to you and understanding what you need to support your business, we are delivering a single source linings range which offers a lot more than just the lining. Brands which meet conventional lining duty, brands which meet extreme chemical and abrasion resistance and specialist products that offer high temperature and chemical resistance and 24 hour return service.

As part of the world’s largest coatings manufacturing AkzoNobel, we are financially stable and ranked as a leader on the prestigious Dow Jones Sustainability index. When it comes to our linings, we are committed to re-enforcing your Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE) policy as well as our own.

Confidence in technical competence
NACE qualified technical service representatives are a product of our commitment to provide only the very best technical support for your project. When it comes to technical integrity, we will not compromise the long term performance of your lining for quick productivity gains.

Confidence in testing
We have a long tradition of testing beyond compliance and standing behind the performance of our products. Careful formulation and rigorous testing programs make our products fit for purpose and us a more reliable supplier. In fact, we will provide customized testing if your project has special requirements.

Confidence in track record
Supported by our worldwide experience from over 200 years of combined history, we are confident that our extensive linings track record will demonstrate the performance of our products in application and in service, as well as the economic and productivity gains.

Over 200 years of combined history
Our brands

**Interline®**
International Paint have been providing tank linings since the 1950’s and consolidated the range in the 1980’s to form the Interline brand; making specification easier.

**Devoe®**
Originally developed in the 1950’s Devoe has built an enviable position in linings particularly in North America. The brand Devchem is synonymous with high performance.

**Enviroline®**
Enviroline was established in 1962 to provide high performance thick film linings to the Petrochemical industry. Enviroline is a range of polycyclamine cured linings that deliver higher chemical and temperature resistance than standard Epoxy Novolac linings.

**Ceilcote®**
Pioneered in the chemical Industry, products in the Ceilcote range are now utilised across a variety of industries including power plants and water & waste water treatment plants. Where nothing else will do the job, Ceilcote will protect assets in the highest and most extreme chemical environments.

Their performance

**Interline and Devoe**
The Interline and Devchem products are based on Epoxy and Epoxy Phenolic technology. Applied as one or two coats for standard use at both new construction and maintenance, they are resistant to a wide range of cargos.

**Enviroline**
Based on innovative Polycyclamine technology, products in the Enviroline range are solvent free and can be applied in one coat. In addition, the product range offers higher temperature and chemical resistance than standard linings, such as resistance to sulphuric acid at 98% and crude oil at 248°F.

**Ceilcote**
A range of vinyl ester and novalac vinyl ester linings, Ceilcote products offer protection against extreme chemical attack. When nothing else will do job, Ceilcote is the range to use.

The benefits to you

- Extensive track record for reliable lining performance
- Simplified choice for easy specification
- Glass fibre and chopped strand variants for added resistance
- Applied in a single application with return to service in 24hrs reduces down time and shortens maintenance schedules (project schedules can be cut by up to 50%)
- Solvent free with ultra low VOC means that the products will meet all HSE policies and makes the application of the products easier
- Combined temperature and chemical resistance for greater future cargo flexibility and ease of complexity with multi cargos
- Extensive track record in providing economic and environmental value
- Extensive performance record in the most aggressive environments
- Proven reinforced systems and crack bridging schemes help to mitigate your environmental concerns
- Hand screed and sprayable coating systems enables flexible application
- A full technical evaluation of the entire range has allowed us to select a compact and effective global range of products that are available in all regions
I would like my tank back in service quicker.

With our single coat 100% solids Enviroline range, tanks which operate under various temperature and chemical conditions have been put back into service a full two weeks faster than the nearest coatings competitor. We can also protect it for an extended period of time.

How do I protect my new tank for longer?

Talk to us early in your project and we can work together to specify a lining which will provide protection against the intended cargos, flexibility for future changes in cargo and a maximum life to first maintenance. We offer API 652 and 653 compliant lining systems which resist a wide range of chemicals. We can also help specification with simple, practical guidance such as light colors to improve visibility and inspection.

Do you provide secondary containment?

Our Ceilcote range is designed for use in any application where there is a requirement to protect against the most aggressive chemical attack. Alleviate your environmental concerns by choosing Ceilcote for both secondary containment and lining applications. Reinforced systems and crack bridging schemes are standard for this technology.

What about the tank externals, fire protection or temperature resistance?

We don’t just provide the complete linings package, we also provide complete coating solutions for other areas of your facility.

- **Finishes**
  As part of a high performance system, our finishes provide anti-corrosive and aesthetic durability. For color and gloss which lasts four times longer than traditional polyurethanes, choose Interfine acrylic polysiloxane.

- **Fire Protection**
  Chartek® epoxy passive fire protection is virtually maintenance free. Applied at new construction or maintenance, it is light weight and can aid your maintenance schedules.

- **Temperature Resistance and CUI**
  Our innovative Intertherm CSA product can mitigate the damaging effects of corrosion under insulation (CUI). With corrosion protection and temperature resistance of -265°F to 1050°F (-165°C to 565°C), it is the ideal way to reduce complexity during both new construction and maintenance.

In what other ways can you save me time and money?

We can make managing your assets easier with Interplan, a tool specifically designed to plan a program for the coatings maintenance of your facility. Interplan will deliver a planned maintenance program over a set time period, by identifying the opportunity to paint the right assets at the right time. This can help to improve efficiency and lower your long term maintenance costs.

- **I would like my tank back in service quicker.**
- **How do I protect my new tank for longer?**
- **Do you provide secondary containment?**
- **What about the tank externals, fire protection or temperature resistance?**
- **In what other ways can you save me time and money?**
Markets and global distribution

You can have confidence in our coatings

- Continual investment in state-of-the-art R&D and test facilities
- Testing to industry standards including NACE, ASTM, ISO, NORSOK, NSF and more
- Testing to meet specific customer and project needs
- Extensive in-house test data
- Independent testing and approvals
- In-field testing and track record

Global organisation

As your global partner we provide consistent solutions, time and time again.

Designing assets, fabricating and constructing in numerous locations across the world? Combining worldwide manufacturing and local distribution networks with our global product range helps to reduce the complexity in specification and the variance in quality. From us, this means one product, one datasheet regardless of location. We supply consistent products and consistent service, when you need it and where you need it.

From three global state of the art R&D facilities in the UK, USA & China, we are developing the coatings of tomorrow for your business. Our design and development, marketing, technical and commercial support are accredited to ISO 9001 which means you can have absolute confidence in our products and services.

Sustainability

We work with our clients to help ensure that all aspects of a project, from start to finish, consider the overall sustainable design credentials.

As part of AkzoNobel, we are committed to sustainability and are ranked as one of the chemical industry leaders in the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index, demonstrating our commitment to improving our environmental and social performance.

www.international-pc.com
protectivecoatings@akzonobel.com

International and all products mentioned in this publication are registered trademarks. Copyright International Paint LLC, 2011.

International Protective Coatings has used its best endeavors to ensure that the information contained in this publication is correct at the time of printing. Please contact your local International Protective Coatings representative if you have any questions. Unless otherwise agreed by us in writing, any contract to purchase products referred to in this brochure and any advice which we give in connection with the supply of products are subject to our standard conditions of sale.